File No. 1000/11/2016-WF (Auction)
Government of India
Department of Telecommunications
(Wireless Planning & Finance)

Dated 10.10.2016

Subject: - Payment methodology for Spectrum Auction -2016

The Spectrum Auction payments may be made through Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) as per the details mentioned below:

(A) You may request your Bank for transfer through RTGS, which is used for inter-bank transfers of money: or through Core Banking, if its account is with State bank of India (SBI), should contain the following details:

(v) Bidder’s name and Account holder’s name;

(vi) Branch’s name: SBI New Delhi, Main Branch, IFSC Code SBIN0000691

(vii) Name of the A/c: “Spectrum Auction”;

(viii) Account No.: 32647292194

(B) You have to ensure that the remitting Bank puts “Bidder’s name and the name of the LSA for which the payment pertains” under the column “sender to Receiver information” in case of RTGS, or in the “Narration Line” in case of remitting bank being SBI (core banking) while transferring the money.

(C) You must take the UTR Number (in case of RTGS) or Journal Number (in case remitting bank is SBI and method of transfer is core banking) of credit transaction to the Account as detailed in (A) above and mail the following information to spectrumauction-dot@nic.in and aoac2.hq-dot@nic.in.

(R.K. Pathak)
Director (WF)
Ph. 23036215
9013133434

To all successful Bidders.